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**Lecture 1 Model Design**

1. Interpretative and summative models
2. Design of interpretative models- SVARs, New Keynesian (NK), Dynamic Stochastic General Equilibrium (DSGE) Models
3. SVAR Model Design– short-run and sign restrictions

**Lecture 2 Theory Based Interpretative Models**

1. NK Models – Gaps and Inter-temporal Optimization
2. DSGE Models – model design by inter-temporal optimization

**Lecture 3 Estimation Methods for Interpretative Models**

1. Method of moments - Instrumental Variables
2. Kalman filter based MLE
3. Indirect Estimation - Impulse Response Matching
4. Constrained MLE – Bayesian Mode Estimation

**Lecture 4 Estimating the Interpretative Models**

1. SVARs
2. NK Models – extracting model consistent gaps
3. DSGE Models

**Lecture 5 Model Design and Estimation Issues with Permanent Components**

1. SVECMS and Long-run Restrictions on SVARs
2. NK and DSGE Models
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